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Winter School preps on course.

P

reparations for the Winter
School to be held from
the 14th -17th of July in
the mighty falls of Victoria are
progressing on well. This year’s
Winter School
will be held at
Elephant Hills Hotel under the
theme:
Restoring
Business
Fundamentals
To
Regain
Competitiveness.
Mashonaland
District Society of Chartered
Accountants, organizers of this
year’s event are putting together
an exciting programme and have
lined up impressive with a wealth
of experience in different fields
speakers.

This year’s winter school will
be held in Victoria Falls under
the theme: Restoring Business
Fundamentals to Regain
Competitiveness

According to the Organizing
Chairman, Themba Mudidi, the
theme has been necessitated by the
radical changes in the past decade
which prompted deviation from
normal business practices.
‘The theme is focused on
business fundamentals that should
see businesses shift back to
normalcy’ he said.
Meanwhile the Institute revealed
that there is an overwhelming
response from members who would

want to participate at this year’s
winter school hence the charter is
fully booked. However, a workable
alternative
is
being
seriously
considered. In the meantime, The
Institute request names for those who
would want to attend the event and
fly before end of business on Friday
the 24th of June 2011, in order for
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T

he Institute of Chartered Accountants
of Zimbabwe would like to convey
special gratitude to the sponsors who
have already come on board and others yet
to confirm participation.
Companies are urged to partner with ICAZ
as it will open floodgates of opportunities given
the quality of the audience and the impact the
profession has on national arena.
Sponsoring an event of this magnitude is a
golden opportunity to broaden company’s competitive edge as well as introducing products
and services to key decision makers.
“Sponsoring this event is quintessential
towards brand promotion, enhancement and
company profiling. We strongly believe that
your association with us will afford you with
marketing and publicity opportunities that you
cannot afford to miss” noted Themba Mudidi

the Organising Committee to weigh
the possibility of chartering another
smaller plane.
Another
charter
can
only
be secured provided we get the
anticipated numbers to fill the smaller
plane, as the cost for the charter is
fixed. The Institute is impressed with
the continued support from members.

Embrace unique
sponsorship
opportunities!
Sponsorship opportunities are still available
and for those who would want to participate
can contact Betty Mpala or
Dillon Kamutenga on bettym@icaz.org,
dillonk@icaz.org.zw or mattsk@icaz.org.zw

ICAZ gratified with Pass Rate

“Performance in
the Tax questions was
significantly better
and this year was the
first time where four
papers were written
over two days with a
half an hour reading
time for each paper,”
The students study for their examinations alongside practical training, while serving articles of clerkship
with an accounting firm or commercial

or industrial company accredited as a
training office by the Institute of Chartered Accountants.
Those who begin training without
having obtained a relevant accounting
degree, study by correspondence for
a B.Compt degree from the University
of South Africa (Unisa) before sitting
the Zimbabwe Certificate of Theory in
Accounting.

the pass rate represented a 62 percent
growth compared to the
28 percent reported in
2010.

auditors can train outside public practice (TOPP) with an accredited commercial or industrial company.
The students all write the same
ZCTA and qualifying examination Part
One papers.
After passing Part One, the TIPP
students specialise in auditing and sit
for the Public Practice examination
while the TOPP students specialise in
Financial Management and sit for the
qualifying examination Part Two
The District Society Prize for the
best student in this year’s Part I will be
awarded to Ruvimbo Silas Kamonere

Those who wish to train as both
auditors and accountants train inside
public practice (TIPP) with an auditing
firm, while those who do not wish to be

…as the institute congratulates
the following top ten students
in order of merit
KAMONERE Ruvimbo Silas
GOREJENA Luxmore
NYENGERAI Munashe Nyengerai
TEMBANI Tamburayi Constantine
MAWORERA Dzingayi
NDANGA Ruvimbo Emma
CHIKOBVU Divine
PAGANGA Lookout
MPOFU Llyod Mduduzi
GUNDA Tawanda Donald
NYATANGA Garikai Thomson (joint 10th)
RUMHUNGWE Malvern Takudzwa (joint 10th)

Congratulations!

O

ne hundred and thirty four
prospective chartered accountants passed Part One
of the qualifying examination in
January, the Institute of Chartered
Accountants of Zimbabwe (ICAZ)
revealed.
With 216 students having sat for
the examination, the pass rate represented a 62 percent growth compared
to the 28 percent reported in 2010.
ICAZ’s examination board chairman, Bryn Thorn expressed satisfaction to the impressive performance by
the successful students.
“This year’s results are a big improvement on last year,” he said.
“Performance in the Tax questions
was significantly better and this year
was the first time where four papers
were written over two days with a half
an hour reading time for each paper,”
added Thorn.
The successful candidates will
now go on, after completing their specialism courses in either auditing or
financial management, to write later
in the year either the Public Practice
examination (Auditing) or qualifying
examinations Part Two (Final Management), which constitutes the second and final part of their qualifying
examination.

Seminar on
Sustainability
Reporting
with GRI

T

he Institute of Chartered
Accountants of Zimbabwe
is set to host a seminar
on Sustainability Reporting
with Growth Reporting Initiative
(GRI) at Conquenar House on
the 9th of this month.
The
prevalence
of
sustainability reporting is growing
world-wide and much of it is
converging around the use of the
GRI’s reporting framework which
is regarded as the Globe’s most
comprehensive
sustainability
framework.
Rodney Ndamba who is the
GRI Stakeholder Council Member
will present a paper that will cover
insights into the guidelines and
the reporting process offering
practical examples, interactive
discussion and actual evaluation
of published sustainability reports.
In a statement, the Institute
added that the seminar will
provide greater insights into the
world of reporting, drivers, trends,
and common challenges faced by
reporting organizations.
In South Africa, Sustainability
Reporting is part of the JSE
requirement under King III
Code and is in the process of
being proposed as a reporting
requirement for Zimbabwe Stock
Exchange.
ICAZ is inviting professionals,
interested individuals who practice
as Auditors, Accountants, Tax
Advisors and other stakeholders
such as directors and analysts to
attend a seminar.

Sustainability Reporting
Seminar on June 9, 2011 at
Conquenar House, Harare

